Introduction

52
Lightning nitrogen oxides (LNOX; NOX = NO + NO2) are produced by the intense 53 heating of air molecules during a lightning discharge and subsequent rapid cooling of the hot 54 lightning channel (Chameides, 1986) . As one of the major natural sources of NOX, LNOX is 55 mainly produced in the middle and upper troposphere. It plays an essential role in regulating 56 ozone (O3) mixing ratios and influences the oxidizing capacity of the troposphere (Murray, 57 2016). Despite much effort in both observing and modeling LNOX during the past decade, 58 considerable uncertainties still exist with the quantification of LNOX production and distribution 59 in the troposphere (Ott et al., 2010) . Most studies estimate global LNOX production ranging from 60 2 to 8 Tg (N) yr -1 or about 10-15% of the total NOx budget (Schumann and Huntrieser, 2007) .
61
However, owing to the concerted efforts to reduce anthropogenic NOx emissions within the U.S.
62
in recent decades, it is expected that the relative burden of LNOX and its associated impact on 63 atmospheric chemistry will increase. As a result, it is important to include LNOX even when 64 modeling ground-level air quality and the interaction of air-surface exchange processes.
65
To simulate the amount of LNOX production in space and time in a chemical transport derived based on theoretical analysis (e.g., Price et al. 1997 ), laboratory studies (Wang et al., 74 1998), limited aircraft or satellite observations, or a combination of these methods, are generally 75 too simplified and have large uncertainties (Miyazaki et. al., 2014) and cannot represent well the 76 regional and temporal variability of lightning activity (Boccippio, 2001; Medici et al., 2017) .
77
Over the past decades, our understanding of the production and distribution of LNOX has been 78 greatly improved with the aid of ground-based lightning detection networks (e.g., Nag et al., onto the modeling grid that is specified in the model input meteorological file using the Fortran 
where nT is the total time steps, and nC is the total grid cells. Ratio_NLDN2CP is the ratio of the that the local CP-and NLDN-based CG flash rates match.
This value is capped at 50 to avoid estimating excessive amounts of lightning-NO emissions in 158 grid cells with minimal CP. Finally, the moles of NO produced per hour and grid cell is 159 calculated in the lightning module in CMAQ as:
where CLNO is the moles of NO, and Ratio_NLDN2CP x LTratio x Ocean_factor is the 162 lightning yield per unit CP.
163
The moles of LNOX are then distributed vertically using the two-peak algorithm 
where is the sigma value of the layer, psfc is the surface pressure, and ptop is the pressure at At each pressure level (p), the cumulative distribution function (CDF) parameter for a Gaussian 177 normal distribution (x) is calculated as:
where WMU is the mean value of the distribution (either 600 hPa or 350 hPa), and WSIGMA is 180 the standard deviation of the distribution (either 50 hPa or 200 hPa).
181
Then the fraction of the column emissions at the pressure p is calculated by the following 182 distribution function:
where SIGN is a function that produces 1.0 if x >= 0, and -1.0 otherwise.
185
At each model layer, the weighted contribution is:
where W is the weight at a model layer, BottomFrac and TopFrac are the fractional contribution for the lower distribution peak (WMU=600 hPa and WSIGMA = 50 hPa).
191
Finally, the LNOX at each layer is:
where LTEMIS(L) is the LNOX at layer L, W(L) is the weight at layer L as calculated by 194 Equation (7), and CLNO is the total column LNOX. 2.2 Updates to the lightning module and the LNOx production scheme 196 As described above, the LNOX production scheme, mNLDN, calculates CLNO using scaled however, this analysis indicates that the yield is lowest in the east (Region 1) but similar in 232 regions 2-5, which could be combined. Figure 4a shows the scatter plots and the corresponding 
Stability over time
270
A robust parameterization scheme should be relatively insensitive to the training time period.
271
In order to test this, the lightning yield (slope of the linear regression was re-calculated using 
Assessment of LNOX production schemes
321
As a preliminary assessment of these LNOX production schemes, we only investigate the 322 distribution of column LNOX in time and space; a more detailed evaluation of the impact of these 323 schemes on air quality will be presented in a subsequent study. 
337
The daily total column LNOX produced by these schemes for July 2011 and July 2013 is The spatial distributions of monthly total column LNOX produced by each of the three 345 schemes over the contiguous United States for July 2011 and July 2013 are presented in Figure   346 Geosci 
Summary and discussions
356
In this study, we described the LNOX production schemes in the CMAQ model's lightning 
363
Large uncertainties are still associated with each of these schemes resulting from the various 364 assumptions common to all the LNOX production schemes, e.g., the uniform NOX production 365 rate per flash, the IC/CG ratios, the difference of LNOX production rates over land and ocean, were only produced by the KF convective scheme in this regression analysis. If other convective 369 schemes are used in the upstream meteorological model, the regression relationship will differ.
370
Spatially this scheme is only applicable to the area over which the regression analysis was 371 performed (here, the contiguous United States). In addition, the parameters may need to be 372 reproduced when updated observational data and model simulations become available.
373
Lightning and LNOX will remain an active research area in atmospheric sciences, especially 374 when the Geostationary Lightning Mapper (GLM) on board the Geostationary Operational 
